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Abstract

Background: Subclinical Hypothyroidism (SCH), defined as elevated 
serum Thyroid-Stimulating Hormone (TSH) in the presence of normal circulating 
free Thyroxine (FT4) and Triiodothyronine (T3). This entity has been associated 
with increased carotid Intima-Media Thickness (IMT) in recent studies, though 
this evidence is controversial in others. 

Aim: The aim of this study was to assess whether carotid IMT in patients 
with SCH differs or not from that one of euthyroid patients.

Methods: We analytically searched Pubmed and Scope databases until 
May 2020 and also the bibliographies of key articles to identify studies that 
reported carotid IMT in patients with SCH in comparison with euthyroid subjects. 

Results: We identified 30 studies that met the eligibility criteria. Of these, 
24 were prospective studies, 4 were randomized, 1 was observational and 1 
was retrospective. SCH was statistically correlated with an increased IMT in 
16 studies, whereas in 10 others there were not significant differences. One 
study provided indirect positive correlation of IMT with homocysteine levels in 
serum and not with thyroid function. Thyroxine administration/replacement was 
associated with a statistically reversed IMT in most studies.

Conclusions: In most studies SCH is associated with an increased 
carotid IMT, which may be due to elevated Thyrotropin (TSH), dyslipidemia 
and hypertension, while thyroxine administration for restoration of euthyroidism 
seems to act beneficially in decreasing IMT.
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[3], the function of kidneys, the bowel motility [5], while anemia 
is observed in about 25% of the patients [3]. Hypothyroidism has 
also effect on nervous system both central and peripheral. It causes 
cognitive dysfunctions with inability of the patient to concentrate, 
while from peripheral nervous system, it is observed reduction and 
prolonged tendon reflexes and carpal tunnel syndrome too [3,6].

The Intima-Media Thickness (IMT) of carotids is a sign of 
preclinical atheromatosis and there are many studies which correlate 
increased IMT with increased cardiovascular danger [7,8]. Normal 
range for IMT is up to 0.9cm and when it reaches 1.4cm it is 
characterized as atheromatic plaque. According to many studies, IMT 
is due to the same reasons that lead to atheromatosis, like smoking, 
age, diabetes mellitus, increased blood pressure and dyslipidemia [8-
10]. Nowadays, thanks to the widespread use of ultrasound, IMT can 
easily and reliably calculated in every day clinical practice [11]. On 
the other hand, in many clinical and epidemiological studies, IMT is 
used as an indicator of preexisting atheromatosis, or its progression. 
Furthermore, it estimates the effect of the risk factors on the arterial 
wall, as well as the improvement after diet or medication [7,9].

Given that hypothyroidism affects many different systems 
accordingly to its severity, the aim of this study is to estimate the 
effect of subclinical hypothyroidism on the vessels as it is expressed 
by carotid IMT. Thus, we reviewed the literature till now to assess 
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Introduction
Clinical hypothyroidism is characterized by reduced secretion 

of thyroid hormones, and subclinical hypothyroidism is defined 
by high levels of Thyroid-Stimulating Hormone (TSH) , while the 
concentration of thyroid hormones in the blood (total and free) is 
normal [1]. The frequency of hypothyroidism ranges between 0.5-
1.5% in general population and is more prevalent in women older than 
60 years in about 4% [2]. Subclinical Hypothyroidism (SCH) is more 
common and is found in about 10% of adults. Its prevalence is higher 
in women and in populations of iodine-deficient regions, and its 
frequency increases with age. The most common cause of subclinical 
hypothyroidism is autoimmune thyroiditis (Hashimoto thyroiditis). 
It is characterized by the presence of increased levels of anti-Thyroid 
Peroxidase Antibodies (anti-TPO) and/or antithyroglobulin antibody 
(anti-Tg) [3].

Both clinical and less subclinical hypothyroidism, can cause many 
symptoms. This entity can affect the skin, the respiratory system [4], 
the cardio-metabolic rhythm causing reduced basic metabolism 
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whether carotid IMT in patients with SCH is different from that one 
in euthyroid patients and if so, whether it is reversed after thyroxine 
administration.

Material and Methods
Literature search

A search was conducted of all the available literature up to 
May 2020 using PubMed and Scopus databases. The following 
search term was used: (“Hypothyroidism” or “Thyroid Disease” or 
“subclinical hypothyroidism” or “subclinical thyroid dysfunction” or 
“thyroid-stimulating hormone”) and (“Intima Media Thickness” or 
“Carotid Wall Thickness” or “IMT” OR “Carotid Atherosclerosis”). 
Furthermore, the bibliographies of all the relevant articles were hand-
searched in order to retrieve additional potentially eligible studies.

Study selection
Any original article presenting data on patients with SCH and 

estimation of carotid IMT was evaluated. The studies referred to 
patients with clinical hypothyroidism or to pediatric patients were 
excluded. 

Additionally, were excluded the similar older reviews, the 
duplicate studies, the studies on experimental animals, the letters 
to the editor, the book chapters, the oral announcements, and the 
articles in other language than English. 

Data extraction
The extracted data included the main characteristics of each study 

(first author’s name, year of publication, study design and period, 
country), the way carotid IMT was calculated, the number of patients 
in each group, and the presence of statistically significant differences 
between the control group and this one with SCH. Where applicable 
we included data when the two groups were matched for parameters 
like sex and age. 

Additionally, data were collected from studies that was 
administered thyroxine in patients with SCH and explored the 
possibility this could reverse the increased carotid IMT. 

Results
Our research revealed 263 articles (107 from PubMed and 156 

from Scopus). After applying the inclusion criteria, 233 articles were 
rejected as described in Figure 1. Totally, 30 articles were included in 
our review [12-39]. Twenty-four of them were prospective [12,14,17-
27,29-39], 4 were randomized [13,16,40,41], 1 was observational [15], 
and 1 was retrospective [28].

Regarding the correlation between SCH and carotid IMT, we were 
estimated 25 studies in total [12-38]. Among them 20 [12,14,17,19,21-
26,28,31-38] had this as primary endpoint, while to the rest 8, as 
secondary endpoint [13,15,16,18,20,27,29,30]. Only in 19 among 25 
studies, group control was matched with the population of interest for 
factors like sex, age and body mass index [12-21,24,25,26,29,30,33,38]. 
As regards the way carotid IMT was calculated, in 23 of them [12-
20,22-26,28-30,32-38] it was estimated in both carotid bifurcations 
and 10-20mm away of them, in 1 study only in right common carotid 
[21], while in another 2 was not mentioned [27,31] (Table 1). 

Ten studies [13,16,18,20,27,33,37,39-41] were referred to 
the reverse of IMT after administration of thyroxine as primary 
endpoint. The dose of thyroxine was ranged from 0.75μg/Kg/d [38] 
to 100±30μg/d [39]. The period these studied were contacted was 
between 2 to 18.4 months (Table 2).

Correlation between SCH and carotid IMT
Among the 25 studies which met the eligibility criteria, 17 of 

them [13,16-18,20,21,23,26,29-32,35-38] with 737 patients with SCH 
vs 514 patients of control group totally, showed significant difference 
(p value <0.05) regarding the increase of IMT. A cross sectional study 
with the highest population till now (528 patients with SCH vs 8095 
euthyroid ones), showed also statistically significant increase of IMT 
[32].

Regarding the rest 10 studies, 7 [12,14,19,24,25,27,33] were case 
control studies with 209 patients with SCH versus 187 subjects of the 
control group and retrieved not significant difference of carotid IMT 
between the compared groups. Not significant difference was also 
found in 2 studies, one retrospective [28] and one observational [15], 
which included 287 patients with SCH vs 5385 euthyroid and 337 vs 
3130 respectively. 

Finally there was 1 study [22] which did not show direct 
correlation between carotid IMT and thyroid function, but indirectly 
due to increased levels of homocysteine. 

Reverse of carotid IMT after administration of thyroxine 
(L T4)

Only three out of ten studies which were reviewed [33,40,41], did 
not conclude in statistically reversed IMT. In one of those, 0.75μg/Kg/
day were administered for 12 months [40], while the second one was 
randomized, the starting dose of thyroxine was either 50μg/day or 
25μg/day to those with coronary heart disease or a body weight under 
50kg and was administered for about 18.4 months [41]. The third 
study had shorter duration, 2 months, and the dose of thyroxine was 
50μg/day [33]. In regards of the rest studies, thyroxine was replaced 

Figure 1: Flow Diagram of the systematic search and process of study 
selection.
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First 
Author 
Year

Study Design Country IMT calculation Patients Number Differences in IMT Matching of different 
factors

[12] Prospective (case 
control) Turkey

Bilateral 10-20 mm from 
the bifurcation of common 

carotid artery

25 pts with SCH vs 23 
control pts(TSH 8.85±6.86 

vs 1.71±0.91) 

Non statistically significant 
difference

Matching for smoking, 
hypertention and family 
history of cardiovascular 

disease

[13] Randomized Italy
Bilateral both to the 

bifurcation of CCA and some 
mm before this

45 pts with SCH vs 
32 control group [TSH 

6.31(3.65-15) vs 1.19 (0.34-
2.50)]

P value <0.001* (0.75±0.13 
for SCH vs 0.63±0.07 for 

euthyroid)

Matching for sex, age 
and BMI

[14] Prospective (case 
control) Portugal Average measurements in 

both carotids

30 pts with SCH vs 27 
controls (TSH 8.69±3.82 

vs1.53±0.75)

Non-statistically significant 
difference Matching for sex

[15] Observational Japan 10mm from the carotid 
bifurcation

377 pts with SCH vs 3130 
controls (TSH 8.32±11.42 

vs 1.723±0.824)

Non-statistically significant 
difference

Matching for sex, age 
and BMI

[16] Randomized Turkey
10mm from carotid 

bifurcation and to internal 
carotid artery bilaterally

44 pts with SCH vs 20 
controls (TSH 7.6 ± 4.2 vs 

2.3 ±0.8)

P value <0.001* (0.66±0.16 
for SCH vs 0.54±0.10 for 

euthyroid)
Matcing for sex and age

[17] Prospective (case 
control) Italy

Average of 5 calculations in 
each side (left and right) for 
every 4-5mm from carotid 

bifurcation 

41 pts with SCH vs 31 
controls (TSH 8.8 ± 1.7 vs 

1.9 ± 0.3) respectively
P value < 0.001* Matcing for sex and age

[18] Prospective (case 
control) Korea 20mm from carotid 

bifurcation bilaterally

36 pts with SCH vs 32 
controls (TSH 12.32 ± 5.9 

vs 1.6 ±0.6)

P value <0.05* (0.66±0.10 
for SCH vs 0.57±0.08 for 

euthyroid)

Matching for sex, age 
and BMI

[19] Prospective (case 
control) Brazil At carotid bifurcation 

bilaterally

21 pts with SCH vs 21 
controls [TSH 8.3(4.3) vs 

1.2(0.7) respectively]

Non statistically significant 
difference

Matching for BMI, age 
and atherosclerotic 

factors

[20] Prospective (case 
control) Turkey 10mm from carotid 

bifurcation bilaterally

38 pts with SCH vs 19 
controls (TSH 11.26 ± 7.54 

vs 1.48 ± 1.12) 

P value 0.037* (0.64±0.13 
for SCH vs 0.57±0.08 for 

euthyroid)
Matching for age

[21] Prospective (case 
control) Skopia

At right common carotid, 
where there was not 
atheromatic plaque

67 pts with SCH vs 30 
controls (TSH 7.9 ± 3.6 vs 

1.5 ±0.8)

P value 0.034* (0.61±0.1 
for SCH vs 0.56±0.10 for 

euthyroid)
Matching for sex and age

[22] Prospective (cross-
sectional) Turkey Average of 2 calculations in 

each common carotid artery

16 pts with SCH vs 20 
controls (TSH 6.91 ± 1.74 

vs 1,39 ± 0,68 respectively)

Not direct correlation between 
SCH and IMT, but through 

increased homocystein levels
NR

[23] Rrospective (case 
control) Poland

At common carotid 
artery (10mm internal of 
bifurcation), carotid bulb, 

and common femoral artery 
bilaterally 

40 pts with SCH vs 15 
controls (TSH 20.5 ± 6.4 vs 

2.165 ± 0.8 respectively)

P value <0.01* in all the 3 
calculations of IMT NR

[24] Proespective (case 
control) Turkey

3 measurements 1mm one 
from each other in distance 

of 10mm from carotid 
bifurcation

33 pts with SCH vs 32 
controls (TSH 9.37±3.91 vs 

1.73±1.05 respectively)

Non statistically significant 
difference Matching for sex and age

[25] Prospective Turkey
4 measurements beginning 

of the dilatation of the carotid 
bulb

32 pts with SCH vs 29 
controls (TSH 12.5±8.6 vs 

1.7±0.76 respectively)

Non statistically significant 
difference

Matching for age, gender 
and sex

[26] Prospective (case 
control) Turkey

3 measurements 1mm one 
from each other in distance 

of 10mm from carotid 
bifurcation

39 pts with SCH vs 29 
controls (TSH 7.35 ± 4.03 

vs 1.81 ± 0.98 respectively)

P value < 0.01* (0.65±0.13 
for SCH vs 0.55±0.11 for 

euthyroid)
Matching for sex and age

[27] Prospective Turkey NR
43 pts with SCH vs 30 

controls (TSH 6.0 ± 1.4 vs 
2.0 ± 0.3 respectively)

No statistically significant 
difference NR

[28] Retrospective Italy
5 measurements 1 mm from 

each other, 15mm of the right 
carotid bifurcation

287 pts with SCH vs 5385 
controls [TSH 5.09 (4.41-
6.84) vs 1.59(1.06-2.20) 

respectively]

Non statistically significant 
difference NR

[29] Prospective Turkey Average of 3 measurements 
in each carotid

51 pts with SCH vs 43 
controls (TSH 6.2 ± 1.3 vs 

1.9 ± 0.8 respectively]

P value < 0.01* (0.74±0.3 for 
SCH vs 0.47±0.5 for euthyroid) Matching for sex and age

[30] Prospective China Average of 3 measurements 
in each carotid

10 pts wih mild SCH vs 10 
with significant SCH vs 10 
controls (TSH 5.92±1.47 vs 
12.98±3.23 vs 3.32±0.57)

P value >0.05 (0.82 ± 0.14 for 
mild SCH vs 0.75 ± 0.09 for 
euthyroid) P value < 0.05* ( 

0.99 ± 0.32 for significant SCH 
vs 0.75 ± 0.09 for euthyroid)

Matching for sex and age

[31] Prospective Brazil NR 29 pts with SCH vs 31 
controls

P=0.048 maximum IMT higher 
in the SCH vs controls NR

Table 1: Characteristics of the included studies and the correlation of Subclinical Hypothyroidism and carotid IMT.
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for 6-18 months and revealed statistically reduced carotid IMT, p 
value <0.05 (Table 2). 

Discussion 
In our study, we systematically reviewed the literature, in order 

to retrieve the possible correlation between SCH and carotid IMT. 

The SCH is related with increased arterial blood pressure and 
dyslipidemia. In the metaanalysis by Gao et al, [42] were compared 
euthyroid with SCH patients, and the last ones had slightly increased 
IMT. Yao et al in a metaanalysis of 27 case control studies also 
concluded in the association of the SCH and arterial wall stiffness 
[43]. Similarly, although the total sample size was small, in the 
metaanalysis by Gong et al that included 1521 subjects, the SCH was 
positively associated with IMT compared to controls [44]. Lorenz et 
al, and Saif et al found a positive correlation of IMT with the risk of 
vascular complications such as endothelial dysfunction, myocardial 
infarction and stroke [8,36]. Moreover, in a study by Niknam et al the 
authors found a positive correlation between SCH and endothelial 
dysfunction which could be reversed by thyroxine replacement [33]. 

These evidences indicate the positive effect of SCH on cardiovascular 
events.

The correlation between SCH and atherosclerosis could be 
attributed to many mechanisms such as TSH levels per se, increased 
arterial blood pressure, dyslipidemia hyperglycemia, inflammation 
and coexistence of autoimmunity. 

TSH levels per se might play a role in increased IMT in patients 
with SCH in a dual mechanism. In 2009 Zhang W et al., proved 
that TSH receptor was present on hepatocytes and the increased 
TSH levels could additionally increase a hepatic reductase, which 
is involved in the cholesterol synthesis [45]. This could implicate a 
mechanism of direct action of TSH on the liver that could lead to 
dyslipidemia [46]. On the other hand, TSH levels might have a direct 
role in atherosclerosis independently from other factors like age, 
hypertention or dyslipidemia [21]. In a study by Lambrinoudaki et 
al., the authors studied euthyroid postmenopausal women and found 
that the TSH levels could contribute to the vascular sclerosis [47]. The 
scientists concluded to the question if the upper normal levels of TSH 
should be reviewed. 

[32] Prospective (cross 
sectional) Brazil 10mm from carotid 

bifurcation

528 pts with SCH vs 8095 
controls [TSH 5.12 (4.45-
6.37) vs 1.53 (1.07-2.22) 

respectively]

P value 0.009* NR

[33] Prospective Iran Common carotid artery
25 pts with SCH vs 25 

controls (TSH 7.19±1.29 vs 
2.4 ±0.55 respectively)

Non statistically significant 
difference Matching for age and sex

[34] Prospective Turkey
Average of 5 measurements 
in both carotids and 10mm 

from carotid bifurcation

35 pts with SCH vs 30 
controls [TSH 7.2(5–
19.1) vs 1.4(0.5–3.5) 

respectively]

P value 0.004* (0.63±0.10 
for SCH vs 0.55±0.05 for 

euthyroid)
NR

[35] Prospective Italy
3 measurements at internal 
carotid and at 10mm from 

carotid bifurcation

22 pts with SCH vs 26 
controls (TSH 6.52 ± 1.64 

vs 1.99 ± 0.68 respectively]

P value 0.002* (0.96±0.22 
for SCH vs 0.67±0.12 for 

euthyroid)
NR

[36] Prospective Egypt
4 measurements at the 

beginning of the dilatation of 
the carotid bulb

30 pts with SCH vs 40 
controls (TSH 7.2±2.2 vs 

3.2±0.48 respectively)

P value <0.001* (0.6±0.2 
for SCH vs 0.45±0.07 for 

euthyroid)
Matching for age and sex

[37] Prospective, case 
control Turkey

Distal common carotid artery, 
2cm proximal to the carotid 

bulb

160 pts with SCH vs 86 
controls (TSH 7.71±4.08 vs 

1.82±0.82 respectively)

P value 0.008* (0.55±0.13 
for SCH vs 0.43±0.19 for 

euthyroid)

Matching for age, gender, 
BMI, waist circumference 

and blood pressure

[38] Prospective Turkey
3 different points 1 cm distal 
of the right and left anterior 

carotid artery

40 pts with SCH vs 40 
controls (TSH 1.99±0.9 vs 
2.12.±1.42 respectively)

P value 0.042 (0.5±0.27 for 
SCH vs 0.5±0.16 for euthyroid) NR

Abbreviations: IMT: Intima-Media Thickness; pts: patients; CCA: Common Carotid Artery; SCH: Subclinical Hypothyroidism; TSH: Thyroid-Stimulating Hormone; BMI: 
Body Mass Index; NR: Not Reported

First Author 
Year Study Design Country Dose of Thyroxine Before 

replacement After replacement P Value 

[13] Randomized Italy Mean dose 70μg/day for 6 months after becoming 
euthyroid or after standardised of the dose of thyroxine 0.76±0.14 0.67±0.13 0.03*

[16] Randomized Turkey 100μg/day for 8 months 0.65±0.99 0.55±0.08 <0.001*

[39] Prospective Ireland 100±30μg/day for 18 months 0.82±0.2 0.71±0.2 0.046*

[18] Prospective (case 
control) Korea 67μg/day for 12 months 0.67±0.11 0.60±0.10 0.021*

[20] Prospective (case 
control) Turkey 101±27.46μg/d for about 6 months (4-8 months) 0.64±0.13 0.63±0.12 0.008*

[40] Randomized Brazil 0.75μg/kgr/day for 12 months Non statistically significant reverse

[27] Prospective Turkey NR, 6 months duration 3.4±0.7 2.3±0.5 0.007*

[31] Prospective Iran 50μg/day, 2 months duration Non statistically significant reverse

[41] Randomized Switzerland Starting dose 25-50μg/day, about 18.4 months Non statistically significant reverse

[35] Prospective Turkey
Started with a dose of 25μg/day and measurement of 

TSH every 4 weeks for dose adjustment, 12 weeks after 
becoming euthyroid

0.55±0.13 0.44±0.17 0.03*

Table 2: Reverse of IMT after thyroxine replacement.

Abbreviations: IMT: Intima-Media Thickness; NR: Not Reported
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Hypertension is another factor which can lead to increased IMT. 
In the recent bibliography hypertension has been correlated with 
IMT either as an independent factor [48], or in association with 
SCH [42,49]. A possible mechanism which connects hypothyroidism 
with hypertension, is the increased sodium and water reabsorption 
through the inappropriate secretion of antidiuretic hormone. This 
additionally to the increased permeability of the capillaries and the 
accumulation of proteins in the extracellular space contributes to 
increase of IMT and vascular sclerosis [50-52].

Dyslipidemia is one main cause of cardiovascular disease. 
While previous studies did not find any association of SCH with 
abnormalities in cholesterol levels [53] SCH seems to be statistically 
correlated with increased total cholesterol, LDL and triglycerides, 
but not with HDL levels [42,54]. In a study by Tan et al the 
increased triglycerides were found to be an independent factor that 
increased IMT [38]. Moreover, given that LDL is responsible for 
the development of the atheromatic plaque, SCH is in accordance 
with atheromatic disease especially in subjects over 40 years old as is 
indicated by the study of Monzani el al. [13]. According to the same 
study, it is remarkable that the administration of thyroxine not only 
improved the lipidemic profile but also led to the reverse of IMT, 
something that strengthens the relationship among dyslipidemia, 
atherosclerosis and SCH. However, Duman et al. concluded that the 
administration of statin therapy reduced both IMT and lipids levels. 
Instead of this, the replacement of thyroxine reduced IMT, but did 
not decrease the lipids levels [16]. This reverse of IMT had been 
proved by other studies too [18,37,39] included two metaanalysis 
by Zhao et al [55] and Aziz et al [56], respectively and enhances the 
correlation between SCH and IMT. However, in a metaanalysis by 
Swaid et al [57] the authors included 7 RCTs and they did not find 
any reverse in IMT after thyroxine administration. According to the 
authors this may happened because they included the paper of Blum 
et al, a study with significant weight, that found no difference in IMT 
and carotid atherosclerosis in older persons with SCH [41]. That 
might be due to multiple metabolic dysfunctions in the elderly that 
affect the formation of atheromatic plaque. According to Yazici et al., 
the restoration of thyroid dysfunction with thyroxine was associated 
statistically with reduction in both epicardial fat and IMT, resulting 
in a potential reduction of cardiovascular risk [27].

Regarding the metabolism of glucose and its correlation with 
SCH, the data are controversial. Maratou et al. reported the presence 
of insulin resistance in patients with SCH, while other studies ended 
up with totally different results [58,59]. In the meta analysis by Gao 
et al, only half of the studies included data regarding the glucose 
metabolism of the patients [42]. Furthermore, in a recent study the 
scientists found that patients with SCH had increased glycemic levels 
compared to euthyroid controls and the experiments in SCH mouse 
model revealed that the abnormal glucose metabolism, as well as 
insulin resistance, predominantly involve the IRE1α/XBP-1 pathway 
[60]. 

Beside arterial blood pressure, dyslipidemia and TSH levels per 
se, also the mechanism of inflammation could explain the correlation 
between SCH and IMT. The patients with SCH have also increased 
hs-CRP [61]. However, in a study by Kebapcilar et al., even if there 
was not found significant differences in hs-CRP between euthyroidic 
patients and those with SCH, there was a significant reduce of IMT 

after administration of thyroxine [20]. On the other hand, apelin and 
homocysteine seems to be two new players in vascular and cardiac 
disorder in patients with SCH. Yasar et al in a recent paper studied 
populations with and without SCH and found that patients with 
hypothyroidism had increased homocysteine and lower apelin levels 
that were reversed after thyroxine administration [37]. Apelin may 
trigger cardiovascular dysfunction via elevation of inflammatory 
markers such as IL-6 and TNF-a according to Tang R et al. [62]. Thus, 
the apelin system may indicate a new mediator in increasing IMT in 
patients with SCH, through inflammatory process.

Moreover, the incidence of atherosclerosis in subjects with 
thyroiditis Hashimoto was increased both in SCH [63], and euthyroid 
patients. This evidence possibly indicates that autoimmunity plays 
a role in worsening IMT causing carotid stenosis [19]. However, 
there were many studies in our review that did not show significant 
differences in IMT of control versus SCH subjects. This would probably 
happened because the group of patients with SCH had neither serious 
dyslipidemia nor significant autoimmunity [14]. According to the 
study of Cabral et al, despite there were not statistically differences 
of IMT in both control group and group of patients with SCH, the 
presence of autoimmunity by itself led to a possible increase of IMT 
in the patients with SCH and positive anti-TPO compared to those 
without increased antibodies [19]. 

As every study, our systematic review has some limitations. 
Firstly, our findings should be interpreted with caution since most of 
the included studies were prospective case control studies and there 
were only 4 randomized studies. Secondly, the integrity of the results 
could be affected, since there was heterogeneity between the studies, 
regarding the position of IMT calculation and the information given 
by the authors about the selection criteria of control and patient group. 
Finally the inherent weakness of each study to know how long ago the 
entity of SCH was installed and how long the negative impact on the 
vascular network preexisted, further increases the heterogeneity.

Accordingly to many studies, IMT could have clinical importance 
to be estimated in patients with SCH regularly. Additionally, in this 
review, 7 out of 10 studies showed a statistically reduce of IMT after 
the administration of thyroxine and 2 of them were randomized 
studies. However, more double blind randomized studies need to 
evaluate the efficacy of thyroxine administration in the decrease of 
carotid IMT and cardiovascular risk in patients with SCH.
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